Menacingly (J = 90)

VOGHOS

We can conquer, claim our glory, taking planets like they're free. We can

rule over the galaxy as kings. But that's not all of the story, for there's

some who disagree. And it's high time that you realized one thing:
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V.

Kling-ons Are Mis-understood.

Pno.

V.

hu-mans think we're pri-ma-tive, mere mind-less trog-lo-dytes. But

Pno.

V.

if they got to know us, then they'd see that we're al-right. For

Pno.

V.

a-ny-thing the Fe-de-ra-tion thinks that it can do, the Kling-on Em-pire
sure can do it too. Yes, we might seem a little mean to

blast our foes to smithereens, but we're no bunch of philistines. We're highly

cultured! They think we're uncomplicated. We know we're just

under-rated. Klingons are misunderstood.

VOGHOS: So what have...